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Latter Vedic period Economy and Religion ( session-23)
ಉತರ ೕಧಗಳ ಾಲದ ಆ ಕ ಮತು ಾ
ಕ ೕವನ
Latter Vedic period Economy:
The Vedic texts refer to sea and sea voyages. This shows that now sea-borne trade was
carried on by the Aryans. Money lending was a flourishing business. The references to
the word Sreshthin indicates that there were rich traders and probably they were
organized into guilds. TheRajan could not accede to the throne without their
approval. Sabha was a meeting of great men in the tribe, whereas,Samiti was a meeting
of all free tribes men. The Vaishyas were the common people who participated in trade,
agriculture and cattle rearing etc. they were the main tribute-payers to the king.
TheRajan was seen as the custodian of social order and the protector
ofRashtra (polity).Hereditary kingship started emerging and competitions like chariot
races, cattle raids, and game of dice, which previously decided who was worthy of
becoming a king, became nominal. Rituals in this era exalted the status of the king over
his people. There was no drastic change in Economy of the Later Vedic Period.
Agriculture continued to be one of the principal (ಪ ಮುಖ) occupations of the people. The
varieties of crops raised including rice, barley, beans, sesame, oil seeds and wheat were
cultivated. The plough was at a time drawn by 24 oxen. Uses of manure was known.

Religion:
Gandharvas, Apsaras, Nagas were raised to semi-divine rank. The Snake-worship was
also appeared.The worship of Vasudeva who regarded as Krishna became very popular.
The people believed in the doctrine of Karma and the existence of soul and of the
oneness of soul with the great soul ie. God and doctrine of Moksha Extensive changes
came in the religious life of the society of the later Vedic ages. Now, religion came to be
entangled in a mesh of rites and rituals. The Brahmins were integral and indispensable.
Decline in worship of nature led to emergence of a host of new gods and goddesses.
The ecclesiastical simplicity of the earlier era had come to be lost forever.

New Divinities:
The traditional divinities line Varuna, Agni, Indra, Usha, Maruta and Saraswati made to
lose their charm in public worship. New gods made their debut among the worship.
Prominent were Brahma, the creator, Visnu, the sustainer made Maheshvara, the
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destroyer.The worship of Basudeva also was started during this period. He was
regarded as Krishna Basudev, the incarnation of Visnu. His worship became very
popular.

Mode of Worship:
It because a monopoly of the Brahmins. Large number of animals came to be sacrificed,
in the Yajna, along with ‘Somarasa’ (wine). People were made to believe that Yajna was
primary and gods were secondary. The gods can be controlled and regulated through
Yajna. The Vedic hymns came to be regarded as means of hypnosis and enslavement,
even of the divinities.

Brahmanical Supremacy:
Yajnas were normally expensive affairs and led to the economic exploitation of the
people by the Brahmins in the name of religion. They also spread the belief that any
insult to, or defiance of a Brahmin was a sin. The Brahmin was said to be the bridge
between the non-Brahmins and gods. In these ways the Brahmins came to establish
their strong-hold over the society at large.

Religious Philosophy:
The later Vedic ages also believed in the age-old concept of ‘Karma’ or action. The
purohitas (priests) prepared an elaborate system of ritualistic conduct; but the
philosophers analyzed the concept of good action. Actions determine destiny, they
argued. They discovered the path of redemption of human soul (Mukti).This is the
redemption of soul or Moksha or Mukti.
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